Nucleotide sequence and gene organization of ColE1 DNA.
The primary structure of the plasmid ColE1 DNA has been determined. The plasmid DNA consists of 6646 base pairs (molecular mass of 4.43 MDa) and is 48.46% in GC content. The phi 80 trp insert of the composite plasmid of ColE1, pVH51, has also been determined. The determination of the nucleotide sequence of ColE1 DNA provides the basis for examining the relationships between the DNA sequence and the gene organization of the plasmid. The focus of this paper is to use this sequence data coupled with a review of the literature and our own work to examine the nine known functional regions of ColE1: imm (colicin E1 immunity), rep (replication function), inc (plasmid incompatibility and copy number control), bom (basis of mobility), rom (modulator of inhibition of primer formation by RNA I), mob (plasmid mobilization), cer (determinant for conversion of plasmid multimers to monomers), exc (plasmid entry exclusion), cea (structural gene for colicin E1), and kil (structural gene for the Kil protein).